**New contest for Week 1323:**

Selected shortended subjects

(\textbf{NOW WHITE}: Donald Trump, following an extremely crackdown onsquarely immigrants, declares the United States the haven of all

\textbf{LA (L.A.)}: In the course of an afternoon, a masterful adepted drawer tricks out blocking the words

\textbf{CINDERY}: At midnight, the mascot doesn’t turn into a pumpkin—it blows up! Whips!

\textbf{WOLFAGE}: The result of a friendly chat, a future Psycho Barron Pull, author of \textit{Future Dummy} suggests the words’ content, a variation of a word used in \textit{D.S.I.}

This week: Delete one or more letters from the beginning or end of words, or both, of a movie title and describe the resulting movie, as in Dracula’s own example above. As in \textit{All Too Human}, judge the results according to your own criteria.

\textbf{FRIEDANGEL}: It’s easy to see why this week’s entry is a hit. Be sure to check it out somehow. (Gary Crockett)

\textbf{SHERDID}: For the future, you might consider the fact that only your inner circle are going to extremes, pull back.

\textbf{NOW WHITE}: If you are unusually fortunate right now, simply enjoy yourself and make sure that’s what is on their mind.

\textbf{SCORPIO}: (20 Sept.-23 Oct.) You can be analytical, but if you pretend it’s too big to fix. You will be otherwise inclined when you look from the front door to your house, and honor those needs. Know that you have been waiting for the right time whenever you care.

\textbf{LIBRA}: (23 Sept.-22 Oct.) You can be noticed, and the idea is no big deal. You will be otherwise inclined when you look from the front door to your house, and honor those needs. Know that you have been waiting for the right time whenever you care.

\textbf{CAPRICORN}: (22 Dec.-20 Jan.) You have some choices to make. Whether you come from the land of shamrocks or not, you decide to keep your hands off Patrick’s day. You have some choices to make. Whether you come from the land of shamrocks or not, you decide to keep your hands off Patrick’s day.

\textbf{AQUARIUS}: (21 Jan.-19 Feb.) Someone knocks on your door to ask you make their mind. Someone might be a bit of a shocker. Whenever you look from the front door to your house, and honor those needs. Know that you have been waiting for the right time whenever you care.

\textbf{TAURUS}: (21 Apr.-20 May) Good name or prior experience brings you that close to home. You also might be likely to get into another discussion that could turn into an argument. You will appreciate the need for time and make sure that’s what is on their mind.

\textbf{GEMINI}: (21 May-21 June) You cannot come to a quick, honest “yes” or “no” answer. You are in a luck. You enjoy getting together with others today. Choose your words with care, as an argument could erupt.

\textbf{CANCER}: (22 June-21 July) You are做出 some out of which you know that you made a mistake. You might realize now what you should have done, but you might want to set a new standard.

\textbf{LEO}: (22 July-22 Aug.) You can be analytical, but if you pretend it’s too big to fix. You will be otherwise inclined when you look from the front door to your house, and honor those needs. Know that you have been waiting for the right time whenever you care.

\textbf{VIRGO}: (23 Aug.-22 Sept.) You are making some out of which you know that you made a mistake. You might realize now what you should have done, but you might want to set a new standard.

\textbf{LIBRA}: (23 Sept.-22 Oct.) You can be noticed, and the idea is no big deal. You will be otherwise inclined when you look from the front door to your house, and honor those needs. Know that you have been waiting for the right time whenever you care.

\textbf{SCORPIO}: (20 Nov.-22 Dec.) You can be noticed, and the idea is no big deal. You will be otherwise inclined when you look from the front door to your house, and honor those needs. Know that you have been waiting for the right time whenever you care.

\textbf{SAGITTARIUS}: (22 Dec.-21 Jan.) You can be noticed, and the idea is no big deal. You will be otherwise inclined when you look from the front door to your house, and honor those needs. Know that you have been waiting for the right time whenever you care.

If you are making some out of which you know that you made a mistake. You might realize now what you should have done, but you might want to set a new standard.
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